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Acta Technologica Dubnicae is a peer-reviewed international and interdiscipli-
nary journal published by the Dubnica Institute of Technology in Dubnica nad 
Váhom (Slovakia) twice a year since 2011� Its primary objective is to meet the need 
for a thorough discussion on research results in disciplines relevant to pedagogical, 
psychological and technological aspects of education and to contribute to the wide 
diffusion of scientifically sound contributions in this domain� 

Acta Technologica Dubnicae provides a venue for research studies, theory papers, 
case studies, critical essays, book reviews and informative articles from across the 
globe� Of particular relevance are quantitative and qualitative research studies that 
involve the application of science to an important educational issue� The journal 
attaches a lot of importance to the quality of research methodology, measures 
including both reliability and validity� 

The scope of the journal is broad in terms of the range of issues to be addressed, 
e�g�, the impact of educational technology on student achievement, methods 
and criteria for the evaluation of the effectiveness of educational technology or 
changes in teacher roles due to the current trends in educational technology� Papers 
may represent a variety of theoretical perspectives and different methodological 
approaches� 

Regular issues have an open call for manuscripts� There is an Editorial Board 
policy that poorer manuscripts or manuscripts that do not follow the Guidelines 
for Authors (available at: http://www�dupres-group�com) will be rejected before 
review and quality manuscripts will be reviewed� Work must be undertaken in 
accordance with Acta Technologica Dubnicae guidelines on publication ethics and 
malpractice statement (available at: http://www�dupres-group�com)�
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Papers are subject to a peer review process, using an international panel of 
researchers, who are expert in relevant fields� Referees are asked to judge the quality 
of research and also the relevance and accessibility of a paper for an international 
audience� The journal uses double blind review, meaning the reviewers are not 
able to establish the author(s) of a manuscript and vice versa� Submission of an 
article implies that the work described has not been published previously, it is not 
under consideration for publication elsewhere, its publication is approved by all 
the authors, and, if accepted, it will not be published elsewhere in the same form, 
in English or in any other language� 


